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Size: small 
Safety couplings
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The neutral version with black ID was de-
signed for general use in various applica-
tions. It has a panel mount or male adaptor 
on the coupling side that is also available for 
the plug. This enables, for instance, installa-
tion in a control panel. 

The safety couplings are suitable for nominal 
pressures up to 200 bar and a temperature 
range of -20°C to +120°C. 

SERTO supplies couplings with a 6 mm com-
pression ferrule connection with and without 
valve. In place of the SERTO tube connector, 
the above coupling and plug parts can also 
be combined with conversion sockets or 
bushings. Sales will begin in the 3rd quarter 
2013. 

You can see our couplings in action on the 
following pages. 

SERTO products are frequently found in ap-
plications where space is limited. Thanks to 
their small, compact design, the stainless 
steel safety couplings from SERTO are ideal 
for use in cramped conditions. The zero-stat-
ic design also hinders bacteria from growing 
and facilitates cleaning. 

For systems that operate with diverse media 
that can neither be mixed nor exchanged 
with one another, the shape and colour cod-
ing of the stainless steel coupling is a signifi -
cant safety feature. This double coding 
means that only coupling parts with the same 
colour coding can be joined together. Parts 
that belong together are easily identifi ed by 
the four diff erently coloured rings. In addi-
tion, a reliable mechanical locking system 
prevents incorrect matches, thus ensuring 
correct handling. 

An especially remarkable feature of the stainless steel safety 
couplings from SERTO is their shape and colour coding that pre-
vents mixing up coupling parts that don’t belong together. This 
is particularly important when media must not come into con-
tact with one another or mistaken. 

Performance: huge

The SERTO stainless steel safety 
coupling prevents mix-ups thanks to 
shape and colour coding.
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Gas supply and control
Customer report
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unit for lab apparatus

The company MLS-Laborgeräte GmbH in 
Leutkirch im Allgäu, Germany is a leading 
manufacturer of laboratory equipment in the 
areas of sample preparation, ultrapure chem-
icals and mercury measurement. In order to 
supply the devices simply, precisely and con-
veniently with the gases required for opera-
tion, the company had been working on de-
veloping a compact PC-controlled solution for 
some time. In close cooperation with SERTO 
Ltd in Aadorf, Switzerland, a ready-to-install 
solution was developed according to specifi -
cations. The system is based on individual 
gas lines with high-quality stainless steel un-
ions and tubes, the modules being preassem-
bled by SERTO into complete gas lines. 

In this way, MLS GmbH can now also off er 
and manufacture complete gas supply and 
control units to which up to four lab devices, 
such as ICP, AA spectrometers, reactors and 
digestion systems, can be connected at the 
same time, supplying them individually with 
diff erent or also identical gases. Controlled 
via a PC programme, diverse gases (e.g. oxy-
gen, nitrogen, hydrogen and argon) can 
therefore be distributed economically from a 
central unit. For each individual gas line a 
pressure value between 2.5 and 60 bar is 
pre-set and the pressures can be easily read 

A lot of apparatus in the laboratory require working with gas-
es that must be supplied under precisely controlled pressure to 
obtain accurate results. A smart solution for this gas supply is 
off ered by MLS-Laborgeräte GmbH. This so-called “Gas-Box” 
solution guarantees the supply of up to four diff erent gases 
with pre-defi ned pressures.

off  the pressure gauge on the outside of the 
gas supply unit at any time. Besides the con-
stancy of the pre-adjusted pressure, the clean-
liness of the lines is a signifi cant factor for safe 
operation of the connected lab apparatus. 
Optimal gas cleaning with ultra-fi lters pre-
vents contamination of the gases with parti-
cles and by means of a buff er system the gas 
channels can be automatically fl ushed. The 
complete supply unit including control unit 
can be fastened on the wall to save space.

SERTO products make sure that the right gas-
es are delivered to the user at the right pres-
sures. The stainless steel safety coupling with 
its colour and mechanical coding ensures 
that there are no mix-ups when connecting 
gas bottles, compressors or media stations to 
the supply unit. Pressure indicators and regu-
lating valves enable precise manual adjust-
ments. By building the gas lines into a locka-
ble industrial housing, unintended mani-
pulation of the valves can be avoided. 

60 bar

10 bar

10 bar

15 bar
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SERTO
Union nut

SO 50020

Union nut
SO 50020

Compression ferrule
SO 50001

Plug
SO 50002

Tube stub
SO 51300

Reduction compressi-
on ferrule

SO 50001 RED

Male adaptor
SO 50040

Female adaptor
SO 50030

Hose nozzle
SO 50503

Adjustable male adaptor
SO 51600

Reduced union
SO 51821

Radial – ingenious
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Modular System
SERTO components can be combined like the elements in a build-
ing block set. The basic elements of our standard programme 
are straight unions, male adaptors with various threads, el-
bows, panel and banjo unions as well as L, T and cross unions. 
Together with connecting parts from SERTO, innumerable, indi-
vidual, compact solutions with metal-to-metal seals are availa-
ble for prompt delivery. 

Connection option  1
Connecting part replaces the compression 
ferrule (illustration left outlet)

Instead of the standard compression ferrule 
use

• Reduction compression ferrule, in order to 
reduce by up to 2 dimensions 

• Plug, to temporarily close off  the line 

• Tube stub, as replacement for a short 
tube section

Connection option  2
Connecting part replaces compression ferrule 
and union nut (illustration bottom outlet)

Instead of nut and compression ferrule use

• Male adaptor, to change to other thread 
types and sizes

• Female adaptor, to change to other 
thread types and sizes, as well as from 
external to internal thread

Connection option  3
Connecting part is mounted on the SERTO 
standard connection and acts as a tube 
(illustration right outlet)

In addition to the SERTO standard connec-
tion use

• Hose nozzle, to connect a hose

• Adjustable nipples with an imitation tube 
socket for an adjustable connection

• Reduction unions, to connect smaller tube 
diameters
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The World
Assembly of tubes
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of Hoses
Our new hose manufacturing station has been in operation for 
over three years now. This is where we automatically cut hoses 
to length, bend and mount fi ttings, and then send them to our 
own test workshop where they are thoroughly checked and 
tested. And today we are even supplying more and more com-
plete subassemblies. 

We stock several hundred thousand meters 
of hoses, ready for processing, in diameters 
ranging from 4 to over 25 mm in our ware-
house. There are plastic hoses in a variety of 
materials up to 16 mm in diameter, from sim-
ple polyamide hoses for compressed air to 
high-quality fl uoroplastic hoses for the semi-
conductor and chemical industries. In additi-
on, SERTO off ers Jacofl on – thick-walled 
PTFE hoses up to an inner diameter of 1 inch, 
jacketed with single or double braid in stain-
less steel. We have the right hose for all stan-
dard applications. 

We work up the hoses according to your 
specifi cation, cutting them to length and hot-
pressing, if required. Short straight hose sec-
tions are so rigid that off setting the fi ttings is 
virtually impossible without eff ecting enor-
mous forces on the connection. For such ap-
plications, there are moulds in which the he-
ated hose sections are shaped to the 
prescribed bends. 

The huge diversity of connection options 
stems from the combination of hoses with our 
fi ttings. We have perfected the process in 
which we bend hose couplings with a com-
parably small radius of 1.5 D (1.5x the outer 
tube diameter) into standard 45° and 90°. 
We combine all the desired materials and 
press plastic, brass or stainless steel unions 
onto the plastic hoses. There are no limita-
tions on the manufacturing side, but as a re-
sult of our many years of experience we are 
happy to support you in choosing the right 
product for your actual needs.

SERTO prefabricates not only simple con-
nections but also complete subassemblies 
with hoses, unions, valves and sometimes 
manifolds. For larger hose systems we use 
gauges so that the hoses are all correctly 
connected. Our prefabricated hoses are 
mainly to be found in the area of renewable 
energies (wind and solar energy), laborato-
ry equipment and coff ee machines. 
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Woman Power
SERTO Inside

Alexandra KuhnKim RyserRebecca Dahm
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Ms Ryser devotes much of her free time to mo-
tor vehicles of all kinds, from motorcycles to 
trucks; she drives them all and services them 
too.

Alexandra Kuhn, 
Leiterin Marketing 
& Produktmanagement
Alexandra Kuhn studied to become a drafts-
woman, gathered fi rst practical experience 
and then went on to complete additional pro-
fessional training. Six years ago she began at 
SERTO as a product manager for the product 
lines: PVDF, steel and accessories. In the mean-
time, Ms Kuhn heads the Marketing & Product 
Management Departments. She is a compe-
tent contact for SERTO employees and equally 
so for customers, suppliers and business part-
ners. Additionally, everything relevant to SER-
TO’s corporate image passes across Ms Kuhn’s 
desk, such as website, online catalogue, CAD 
library, catalogues, brochures, trade fairs and 
training courses ... Ms Kuhn knows SERTO and 
especially its products and services inside and 
out. Together with her team, they streamline 
and optimise product ranges and make them 
more competitive, conduct market analyses, 
support tailor-made solutions and are responsi-
ble for fair market prices of standard parts. – A 
job with a great deal of responsibility. To bal-
ance her work life, Ms Kuhn rides horses and 
has participated quite successfully in riding 
events. 

Three women at SERTO who give their best 
and easily hold a candle to their male counter-
parts. Three women whose work is indispensa-
ble to SERTO, every day. 

Rebecca Dahm, 
intern in our Technical Department
At 21 the youngest, Rebecca Dahm has been 
working in our Technical Department for 6 
months and is the only woman in a team of 
men. This is not new to her as she is also the 
only woman among 55 fellow students study-
ing mechanical engineering at the Technical 
University in Constance. 

Early in her studies, Ms Dahm elected to spe-
cialise in design/development and so an in-
ternship in a design department was a natural 
choice. At SERTO she is rebuilding the leak test 
bench for valves, which was entirely developed 
and constructed at SERTO. The quality of our 
valves will be reliably tested on it at our new lo-
cation in Frauenfeld. Ms Dahm is looking for-
ward to a career in a technical environment. 
She has always been interested in science and 
by studying mechanical engineering hopes to 
put her knowledge into practice. 

In her free time Ms Dahm plays basketball - in 
a women’s team.

Kim Ryser, 
machine operator in our 
Systems Department
Kim Ryser has been responsible for tube cutting 
in our Systems Department for 7 years. She re-
ally has to “roll up her sleeves” when tubes are 
delivered to stock. Ms Ryser operates our CNC 
cutting machine, which she set up herself. After 
cutting the tubes to length, they need to be de-
burred, manually or mechanically, cleaned 
and tested. And because quality control is so 
important at SERTO, Ms Ryser also does fi rst-
piece inspections with her colleagues. Before 
production is started up, the dimensions of the 
fi rst piece are checked meticulously, and not 
just by the operator of the machine but also by 
a colleague. Four eyes are better than two. 

43 % of all SERTO employees are women; and in the production 
department they even represent exactly half of the staff . The 
average age of the women is 42.4 years and they come from 7 
nations. That is a good average for a medium-sized production 
company. At SERTO women can also be found in traditionally 
male-dominated fi elds. We would like to introduce you to three 
of these women today:

at SERTO
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News

New advert images for SERTO
Last year we launched an advert cam-
paign for SERTO with two diff erent im-
ages, which we placed in German and 
Swiss technical journals. Our message 
“Quality from Switzerland” was con-
veyed in 2012 with images of a Swiss 
penknife and a chocolate fi tting. This 
year we follow in the footsteps of Wil-
liam Tell with a crossbow and an ap-
ple. The advertisements have already 
been published in the German publica-
tion “fl uid” and in “keNEXT“ as well as 
in the Swiss publications “Technische 
Rundschau” and “Maschinenbau”. 
Additional publications are also possi-
ble. 

Animated assembly instructions
To facilitate assembly of SERTO un-
ions for our customers, we have ani-
mated our assembly instructions. Sim-
ple icons on the right-hand side show 
the individual steps in a clear and 
easy to understand way. Assembly is 
demonstrated in the middle section, 
i.e. tube prepping, right-angled cut-
ting to length and deburring as well 
as mounting the unions. These new 
assembly instructions are available in 
a video fi le on our website. 

Dear Customers, Dear Business Friends,

You will have noticed that our customer 
newsletter Uptodate has a new format 
with a modern layout. Our aim is to pro-
vide more space for articles and achieve 
a better eff ect with a freer design and 
larger images. As the saying goes, some-
times less is more. We want to put our 
topics upfront, allowing you to focus en-
tirely on the content that interests you. I 
personally like the new design very much 
and look forward to receiving your feed-
back. 

In our magazine we like to present the 
new and the proven. For example, our 
colour and shape coded stainless steel 
safety coupling and a customer applica-
tion are new, while our SERTO modular 
system is well known, but shown from a 
diff erent perspective. The illustration is 
taken from our new product posters that 
you are welcome to view on our website. 
They visualize the three diff erent connec-
tion options that you have with our mod-
ular system. 

Also on our website, we have new ani-
mated assembly instructions. SERTO only 
has two diff erent sets of instructions, one 
for metal unions, the other for plastic un-
ions. In a clear overview you see the indi-
vidual steps for correct assembly, from 
prepping the tube to the 1  revolutions.

And in this issue you can read about 
three women who are employed at SER-
TO in technical departments and who 
absolutely measure up to their male col-
leagues in terms of creativity, assertive-
ness, organizational skills and productivi-
ty. We are proud of the fact that nearly 
50% of our staff  are women and that we 
are able to give them career opportuni-
ties in technical professions.

I wish you enjoyable reading.

Kindest regards  
Umberto Dünki 
CEO SERTO AG

New product posters
SERTO showcases the diversity of its 
product range impressively with new 
product posters for our stainless steel, 
brass and plastic products. The post-
ers illustrate not only the main geom-
etries but also our two key product 
features: the radial system and the 
SERTO modular system. The latter 
you will also fi nd described in this is-
sue on page 6-7.

Masthead
Visual concept: Hochformat GmbH, Aadorf
Layout, Design, Editors: Alexandra Kuhn, Kathrin 
Hellwig, Michael Busch

Contact Switzerland (Headquarter):
SERTO AG, CH-8355 Aadorf, 
info-ch@serto.com
www.serto.com
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Union nut

SO 50020

Union nut

SO 50020

Union nut

SO 50020
Compression ferrule

SO 50001

Plug
SO 50002

Tube stub

SO 51300

Reduction compression ferrule

SO 50001 RED

Male adaptor

SO 50040

Female adaptor

SO 50030

Hose nozzle

SO 50503

Adjustable male adaptor

SO 51600

Reduced union

SO 51821

Straight union

SO 51021

Temperature probe union

SO 51124-D

Elbow union

SO 52021

Tee union

SO 53021

(Fine) Regulating valve 

with female thread

SO NV 51A00

Compression ferrule

SO 50001

Male adaptor union

SO 51121

Reduced union

SO 51821

Male adaptor elbow union

SO 52421          

Adjustable L union

SO 53621 L

(Fine) Regulating valve

SO NV 51A21

Male adaptor union 

with edge seal

SO 51124

Adjustable elbow union

SO 52621

Adjustable tee union

SO 53621 T

Elbow (fi ne) regulating valve

SO NV 51A21E

Stiffener sleeve

SO 50003

Reducing port connector

SO 51300 RED

Female adaptor union

SO 51221

Tube stub assembly

SO 51325

Hex nipple

AD HN 50

Panel mount elbow union

SO 52721

Cross union

SO 54021

Elbow (fi ne) regulating valve 

with male adaptor thread

SO NV 51A21EB

Panel mount union

SO 51521

Safety coupling, nipple with SERTO 

connection (with/withour valve), encoded

CO TA/..-SOS

Single banjo

SO 52824

Pre-assembly stud

SO 56000

Ball valve

SO BV 58D21

Elbow (fi ne) regulating 

valve adjustable

SO NV 51A60EL

Weld-on union

SO 51429

Safety coupling, coupling with SERTO 

connection (with/without valve), encoded

CO KA/..-SOS

Taper seat non-return valve

SO CV 53B21

Modular System  

Unions  

Valves  

Components  
Male adaptor hose nozzle

SO 50511

Adjustable male adaptor

SO 51600

SO code refers to picture
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Baukasten  

Unions  

Straight union

SO 41021

Elbow union

SO 42021

Tee union

SO 43021

Tube stub assembly

SO 41325

Cross union

SO 44021

Male adaptor union

SO 41121

Male adaptor elbow union

SO 42421

Adjustable elbow union

SO 42621

Male adaptor tee union

SO 43721 T

Single banjo

SO 42824

Male adaptor union with edge seal

SO 41124

Adjustable tee union

SO 43621 T

Tee banjo

SO 43824

Female adaptor union

SO 41221

Panel mount elbow union

SO 42721

Double banjo

SO 42924

Panel mount union

SO 41521

Female adaptor elbow union

SO 42521

Single banjo with throttle valve

SO 47624

Adaptor union 
with soldering nipple

SO 41421

Female adaptor elbow union 
with wall fl ange

SO 42321

(Fine) Regulating valve

SO NV 41A21

Elbow (fi ne) regulating valve

SO NV 41A21E

Elbow (fi ne) regulating valve PA 
with male adaptor thread

SO NV 41A21EB

Elbow (fi ne) regulating 
valve adjustable

SO NV 41A21EL

Double action valve

SO CV 43C21

Taper seat non-return valve

SO CV 43A21

Valves  

Union nut

SO 40020

Union nut
SO 40020

Plug
SO 40002 Union nut

SO 40020

Compression ferrule

SO 40001

Compression ferrule
SO 40001

Stiffener sleeve

SO 40003

Adjustable female adaptor

SO 41704

Male adaptor hose nozzle

SO 40511

Hex nipple

AD HN 40

Components  

Male adaptor L union

SO 43721 L

Adjustable L union

SO 43621 LB
R
A

S
S

Tube stub
SO 41300

Reduction compression ferrule
SO 40001 RED

Male adaptor
SO 40040

Female adaptor
SO 40030

Hose nozzle
SO 40503

Adjustable male adaptor
SO 41600

Reduced union
SO 41821

SO code refers to picture
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* also available in PA SO-Code bezieht sich auf Abbildung

Unions  

Modular System  

Straight union*

SO 21021

Elbow union*

SO 22021

Tee union*

SO 23021

Male adaptor union*

SO 21121

Male adaptor elbow union*

SO 22421 Adjustable elbow union*

SO 22621

Hex nipple

SO 21109

Male adaptor tee union*

SO 23721

Male adaptor union with edge seal*
SO 21124

Adjustable tee union*

SO 23621

Female adaptor union*

SO 21221

Panel mount elbow union*

SO 22721

Double banjo PA

SO 32921

Single banjo with throttle valve PA

SO 37621 

Single banjo PA

SO 32821

Panel mount union*

SO 21521

Regulating valve with female thread

SO NV 22A00

Regulating valve

SO NV 22A21

Elbow regulating valve

SO NV 22A21E

Elbow regulating valve adjustable

SO NV 22A21EL

Elbow regulating valve PA with male adaptor thread
SO NV 31A21E

Elbow regulating valve PA with male adaptor thread
SO NV 31A21EB

Valves  

Knurled nut*

SO 20020

Knurled nut*
SO 20020

Knurled nut
SO 20020

Compression ferrule*

SO 20001

Compression ferrule*
SO 20001

Plug*
SO 20002

Reducing port connector*SO 21300 RED

Female reduction socket
SO 20031

Male reduction nipple
SO 20041

Adjustable male adaptor*
SO 21600

Reduced union*
SO 21821

Female adaptor

SO 20030

Tube stub*

SO 21300 Adjustable male adaptor with edge seal
SO 21624

Male adaptor hose nozzle*

SO 20511

Components  

Reduced union*

SO 21821

Taper seat non-return valve*

SO CV 23A21

Stopcock

SO PV 21E21

Safety coupling, nipple (with/withour valve, with female thread/hose nozzle/SERTO connection)CO T/B-SOT

Safety coupling, coupling with female thread (with/without valve)
CO K/BS-SOI

Safety coupling, coupling with hose nipple (straight/angled, with/without valve)CO KAU/BS-SOT

Safety coupling, coupling with SERTO connection (straight/angled, with/without valve)CO KA/BS-SOS

Hose nozzle
SO 20503
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S
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C
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